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Abstract: Cloud computing focuses on delivery of reliable, secure, fault-
tolerant, sustainable, and scalable infrastructures for hosting internet-based 
application services. These applications have different composition, 
configuration, and deployment requirements. Cloud service providers are 
willing to provide large scaled computing infrastructure at a cheap prices. 
Quantifying the performance of scheduling and allocation policy on a Cloud 
infrastructure (hardware, software, services) for different application and 
service models under varying load, energy performance (power 
consumption, heat dissipation), and system size is an extremely challenging 
problem to tackle. This problem can be tackle with the help of mobile 
agents. Mobile agent being a process that can transport its state from one 
environment to another, with its data intact, and is capable of performing 
appropriately in the new environment. This work proposes an agent based 
framework for providing scalability in cloud computing environments 
supported with algorithms for searching another cloud when the 
approachable cloud becomes overloaded and for searching closest 
datacenters with least response time of virtual machine (VM).  
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1  Introduction:  
 
Cloud computing is a paradigm that focuses on sharing data and computations over a scalable network of nodes, 
spanning across  end user computers, data centers, and web services.  A scalable network of such nodes forms a 
cloud. An application based on these  clouds is taken as a cloud application. In recent years, most of the 
developed softwares are based on distributed architecture, such as service-oriented, P2P & cloud computing. 
With the development of computer hardware and networking, distributed architectures have also grown, 
especially service-based cloud computing has changed the traditional computer and centralized storage 
approach. It facilitates processing and storage capabilities as per the requirement.  Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS), provides Virtual Machines (VMs) fully satisfying the user requests in terms of resources. The resources 
of the providers are usually hosted in the form of a data center. The data center is a set of physical machines 
which are interconnected, virtualized, and geographically distributed. Since the customer may have different 
geographic location, a service provider should have distributed data centers throughout the world so as to 
provide services to the customers. In the cloud computing, the distance between datacenters leads to undesirable 
network latency, which in turn leads to delay in services. For example, a VM allocated in a data center, far away 
from customer location, the customer will suffer from delayed response due to the limitation of network 
resources. In addition, if the VM is heavily loaded it increases the response time to the customer , compared to if 
VM is having less workload. Thus, a provider is required to find suitable data centers for serving a customer 
based on the user location and workload of the data centers. Figure 1 given below provides the architecture of a 
data center. This  will involve knowledge about existing data centers as well as dynamically checking status of 
their load whenever a request has to be served. This job can be performed well by employing mobile agents in 
clouds as they can move from one location to the other on the network without constraining network bandwidth.  
They can transport their state from one environment to another, with their data intact, and are capable of 
performing appropriately in the new environment. They also maintain the  information about their cloud i,e 
resource entropy, capacity, size etc and can collect the same information from other clouds as per 
requirement.Scalability of the cloud services is an important concern. It should be transparent to users, so that  
users may work on a cloud requesting for services without bothering about how and from where they are 
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provided. For example, every cloud has only a finite amount of physical storage entities. Therefore, a cloud c1 
may seek help from another cloud c2 for shared storage to fulfill some request on storage. Such sharing 
requirement may result in the data to migrate among multiple clouds. Similarly, a user might request for some 
services when resources of the cloud has already been exhausted, in that case rather than refusing the customer 
for the services, request should be redirected to some other cloud having the desired resources. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 1: Architecture of data center  
 
This work aims to focus on problems associated with scalabilty of cloud services and to propose an agent based 
mechanism for this problem. This paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides the review of relevant 
literature, section 3 provides the proposed work, and section 4 concludes the paper. 
 
2  Related Work:  
 
Zhang et al. [1] proposed an intelligent workload factoring service for enterprise customers to make the best use 
of public cloud services along with their privately-owned (legacy) data centers. The core technology of the 
intelligent workload factoring system is a fast frequent data item detection algorithm, which enables factoring 
incoming request only. It is only applied to data access. Amoretti et al. [2] presented a framework and a 
middleware that enables highly dynamic and adaptive cloud, characterized by peer providers and by services 
that can be replicated by means of code mobility mechanism. M. Stillwell [3] describes the heuristic resource 
allocation approach under homogeneous virtualized cluster environment. They assume the VM represents one 
computational job. So, they have described allocating VMs by the required resource such as number of CPUs 
for the jobs. N. Fallenbeck [4] proposed the approach for both serial and parallel job in virtualized environment 
dynamically. However, even though previous works consider different constraints for allocation, there is less 
consideration in terms of the geographical location of consumer and data center. J. Rao et al [5] proposed a 
reinforcement learning based approach to determine the memory and storage requirements of a VM. C. Zeng 
[6,7] delineate cloud service composition solution based on the agent paradigm, which has proved to be 
effective for distributed applications where no exact and complete system snapshot can be determined given the 
inherent dynamicity of the environment. Foster [8] highlighted the services distribution  for the consumers by 
service providers in different geographical locations. [9,10] proposed a dedicated connection between the VM 
for virtual networking independence in real and virtual workspace. [11,12] delineate various applications and 
extensions designed to create virtually unique work environments in which resources are deployed in multiple 
environments. From literature review, it has been observed that scalability problem has not been paid much 
attention in cloud computing and there is scope of research in this direction. Next section provides the proposed 
agent based framework for ensuring scalability in cloud computing. 
 
3  Proposed Work 
 
This work focuses on ensuring scalability in cloud computing in situations where either the resources of the 
cloud have been exhausted and it can not provide services to more customer or the requested resources are not 
available with it. This work is being accomplished in two parts: first is to search another community cloud to 
satisfy the request in hand and secondly to search for closest datacenters with least response time of virtual 
machines (VM). The proposed framework makes use of mobile agents to achieve the goal. Mobile agent being a 
process that can transport its state from one environment to another, with its data intact, and is capable of 
performing appropriately in the new environment. The proposed framework associates a mobile agent with each 
public/ private cloud, which contains the information about that cloud such as various resources available with 
the cloud and it also keeps track of free and allocated resources. Thus, whenever a service request arrives to a 
cloud mobile agent checks the available free resources to decide whether the request can be served or not. The 
proposed framework comprises of cloud mobile agents and directory agent as shown in Fig. 2 given below.  
Cloud mobile agent (MAC): It is associated with every cloud and is responsible for maintaining resource 
information as well as their status at any point in time (whether free or allocated). 

Workflow of Data center 

Virtual Machine Management  

Virtual Machine Monitoring 

Storage virtualization Management  
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Directory Agent (DAC): DAC keeps record of all MAC registered with it, along with capabilities of the clouds. 
Whenever a cloud is created its MAc will have to get registered with a DAc,  which maintains their database 
necessary for providing scalability in service.  
 
 
                                                                          
                                                                           
                                                        
                                                               
                        
                                                                                                                   
                         
                         
                         
 
 
                        
                        
 
                                                                                                                      

Fig 2: High level view of agents in proposed framework 
 
Intially the MAc  sends a registration request to nearest DAC along with information of the cloud with which it is 
associated, in response the DAC sends back an acknowledgement signal indicating that the MAc  has got register 
with it. Fig. 3 given below explains this process. 
 
 
                                                                     
                                        
 
             
                                        
              

 
 
 
 

Fig 3: Registration Process 
 
Now whenever a public/private cloud becomes too overloaded to handle another user request then the scalability 
feature is exercised to provide services to the user through some other cloud. In such situation MAc gets 
activated and sends request to directory agent demanding for the list of other MAc  capable of providing the 
desired service. The directory agent on receiving this request searches its database and provides the list of 
competent MAcs. On receiving the list from the DAC the initiator MAc  sends service request to them and waits 
for their response. If some cloud possessing the required resources becomes ready to provide the services, it 
responds back to the initiator MAc. Initiator MAc scans all the received responses, performs negotiation with 
concerned MAcs  and then finally assigns the in hand request to the MAc most suitable both, in terms of less cost 
and faster services.  
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Figure 4:  Process of searching for clouds capable of providing desired servies using directory agents 
 
Next section provides the algorithms for the cloud mobile agent MAc and the directory agent DAC. 
 
3.1  Algorithms 
 
The algorithm for cloud mobile agent MAc and the directory agent DAC are as given below:  
 
Cloud Mobile Agent (MAc ) 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directory Agent (DAC) 
 
 
 

MAc( ) 
Input: service_request 
Output: service_delivery_acceptance  or 
redirection 
{ Call MAc_Intialization() 
  On (service_request) 
 { check available resources 
    If (available resources > requested resources) 
       Return (service_delivery_acceptance) 
    Else 
       Call redirection() 
} 
} 
MAc_Intialization() 
{ 
    Intialize registration with DAC  
    Send cloud information to directory agent. 
    Receive acknowledgement 
   return ( ) 
 } 
 
Redirection() 
{ 
  Send request to DAc for providing list of MAcs 
with desired resources 
  Receive list of MAc s from DAc 
 Send request for providing services to potential 
MAcs 
 Receive responses from the potential MAcs 
 Perform negotiation  
 Assign service task to most suitable MAc 
 Redirect all further communication from  the user 
to serving MAc  
} 
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4  Conclusion: 
 
In this paper we have proposed an agent based framework to ensure scalability in cloud computing 
environments. Scalability of services is a desired feature in cloud environments and it can be achieved by 
employing mobile agents. Algorithm for implementing the agents involved are also provided, however 
implementation of this framework is still under progress. Future work aims to achieve this and also to extend 
this framework for ensuring reliability of the mobile agents involved. 
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DAC () 
Input: registration request, search_request_ 
for_ service_providers 
Output: acknowledgement, list of MAcs 
{ 
  If (registration request) 
 { receive specification of cloud capabilities 
   Create entry for the new MAc 
    Send an acknowledgement to requesting MAc 
indicating registration 
 } 
If (search_request_ for_ service_providers) 
{ receive the desired resources 
   Search the database for the desired resources 
   Return the list of all suitable MAcs 
}
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